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ScIEncE fIctIon
and fantaSy
Joe ABeRCRoMBIe
LAst ARguMent of kIngs
First Law #3.
Logen Ninefingers
might only have
one more fight in
him but it’s going
to be a big one.
Battle rages across
the North, the
King of the
Northmen still
stands firm and
there’s only one
man who can stop
him. His oldest friend and his oldest
enemy. It’s past time for the BloodyNine to come home. With too many
masters and too little time, Superior
Glokta is fighting a different kind of war.
A secret struggle in which no-one is safe
and no-one can be trusted. While the
King of the Union lies on his deathbed,
the peasants revolt and the nobles
scramble to steal his crown. The First of
the Magi has a plan to save the world, as
he always does. But there are risks… Pb
$22.99 704pp
PouL AnDeRson
RIse of the teRRAn eMPIRe
Technic Civilisation Saga #3. For its
own protection, the Earth must maintain
a strong military fleet and one
charismatic man founds an empire that
begins annexing other star systems,
whether they wanted to join or not... Hb
$29.95 352pp Due June

ScIEncE fIctIon
fantaSy
RomancE
ERotIca
awaRd wInnER
aUStRalIan
actIon
REpRInt
pb

papERback

tp
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(SlIgHtly laRgER)

Hb

HaRdback

Galaxy Bookshop

R J AnDeRson
fAeRy ReBeLs: sPeLL hunteR
Long ago the faeries mysteriously
lost their magic. Robbed of their powers,
they have become selfish and dullwitted. Now their numbers are
dwindling and their very survival is at
stake. Only one young faery, Knife, is
determined to find out where her
people’s magic has gone and try to get it
back. Knife is not afraid of anything - not
the vicious crows, the strict Faery Queen,
or the fascinating humans living nearby.
But when Knife disobeys the Faery
Queen and befriends a human named
Paul, her quest becomes more dangerous
than she realises. Can Knife trust Paul to
help, or has she brought the faeries even
closer to the brink of destruction? Hb
$38.00 272pp Due June
tonI AnDReWs
CRy MeRCy
Mercy Hollings #3. After Ann Nolan
adopts the daughter of a notorious drug
dealer, the ruthless father vows to take
back his only child. In response, Ann
flees across the country and starts a new
life as an investigator for the Mercy
Street Foundation, the billionaireendowed organisation dedicated to
finding missing persons. As Emme
Caldwell, she takes the lead on the
Foundation’s first case: 19-year-old
Belinda Hudson disappeared from her
sorority house leaving behind only one
cryptic clue. But the closer Emme gets to
the chilling truth, the more apparent it
becomes that she’s escaped one
dangerous man only to run head-on into
another. Pb $17.95 432pp
CAtheRIne AsARo
DIAMonD stAR
Del is a rock singer - and the
renegade son of the Ruby Dynasty,
making his career choice less than
respectable and giving him more to
worry about than getting gigs. The Ruby
Dynasty rules the Skolian Imperialate, an
interstellar Empire. Del undeniably has
talent and is rapidly rising from an
unknown fringe artist to stardom. But,
with his life entangled in the politics of
three interstellar civilizations, talent
might not be enough. And that factor
might have much more effect than his
music on the lives of trillions of people
on the thousands of inhabited worlds
across the galaxy. Hb $48.00 480pp
JAMes AXLeR
eDen’s tWILIght
Deathlands #86. Ryan and his
warrior group journey to a place called
Cascade, where more of Deathlands’
darkest secrets are revealed. Will
Cascade be their salvation, or their final
resting place. Pb $15.95 320pp Due June
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sAM BARone
eMPIRe RIsIng
Empire #2. At the dawn of history,
a warrior king has defeated a vast
barbarian army in Mesopotamia and
established the world’s first city. But
Esskar knows that Akkad cannot survive
unless the violent gangs who roam the
desert edge intent on bloodshed, rape
and pillage are vanquished. Leaving
Trella, his wife, in charge of the city he
sallies out to mop up his remaining
enemies and consolidate his conquest.
But he has left the door open to the
greatest threat of all. An Egyptian
general has somehow crossed the desert
with the remains of his army and
enough gold to buy every mercenary to
his cause. He will take Akkad and Trella.
And Esskar will be left outside with only
his wits and a handful of men to win
back the city, his wife and their unborn
son. Pb $21.95 704pp
eLIzABeth BeAR
Ink AnD steeL
A novel of the Promethean Age. With
playwright and spy Kit Marley
murdered, dramatist William
Shakespeare takes on the Promethean
Club’s secret battle against sorcerers out
to destroy England. Marley, resurrected
by Faerie enchantment will come to his
aid, but first he must find the traitor
responsible for his death. Pb $17.95
464pp
LIBBA BRAy
the sWeet fAR thIng
Gemma Doyle #3. Having bound the
wild, dark magic of the realms to her,
Gemma has forged unlikely and
unsuspected new alliances both with the
headstrong Felicity and timid Ann,
Kartik, the exotic young man whose
companionship is forbidden and the
fearsome creatures of the realms. Now,
as Gemma approaches her London
debut, the time has come to test those
bonds. With the Order grappling for
control of the realms, Gemma is
compelled to decide once and for all
which path she is meant to take. Pb
$24.95 848pp
MARIe BRennAn
In Ashes LIe
Midnight Never Comes #2. The year
is 1666. The King and Parliament vie for
power. Below, the faerie court has
enemies of its own. The old ways are
breaking down and no one knows what
will rise in their place. But now, a greater
threat has come. In the house of a
sleeping baker, a spark ignites a blaze
that will burn London to the ground.
While the humans struggle to halt the
conflagration, the fae pit themselves
against the spirit of the fire itself,
powerful enough to annihilate
everything in its path. Pb $32.00 464pp
Due June
www.GalaxyBooks.com.au

nEw tItlE
wRatH of a mad god
daRk waR #3
Raymond E fEISt
pb $20.99 516pp
This final book in the Dark War series
brings this chapter in the ongoing saga
to a ‘semi-conclusion’ - questions are
answered, but never conclusively.
Pug, Nakor, Magnus and Ralan Bek
travel down realms into the Dasati
home world to prevent the invasion of
their upper realm world of Midkemia.
The lower realm is like a dark, twisted
mirror to their own in Midkemia. The
shocking and seemingly barbarous
nature of the Dasati race is a horror to
the travellers as they attempt to
infiltrate this world that slowly eats away at their life forces.
They are not alone, as there are outcast rebellious forces at
work within Dasati society, working against their EmperorWarlord, his world-spanning Empire and His Dark Mad God.
The rebels secretly support the outcast pantheon of Old
Exiled Gods of the original culture that preceded this new,
savage and extremist realm.
The story line behind the Talnoy is captivating, as more
details unfold about what’s inside them, as well as the
immortal slivers of the missing Gods from Midkemia - where
they’ve been and whose spiritual essences are hiding within
whom.
Miranda has a special role in a side story. She escapes the
clutches of the Death Priests and leads a running defence of
Kelewan, with the combined Imperial forces of the Tsurani
and the Black Robes of the Magicians’ Academy. Their
ongoing struggles with the machinations of Leso Varen lead
them from crisis to crisis, world to world.
The necromancer steals one body after another in his
continual struggle to create utter chaos. As they slowly
discover, he has no plan or direction other than glorious
death - other people’s, preferably!
The layers of plot deepen as we discover the Talnoy are spirit
reservoirs for refugee powers. If our four heroes don’t stop
the oncoming Dasati invasion of their realm, their dark god
will literally devour all life on Midkemia, just as it did in two
lower realms of existence.
I really enjoyed the fast pace of this story, as well as the
ongoing story lines. Some tried and true characters keep
popping up to flesh out the multiple story arcs, all leading to
the final battle with the dreaded despotic Dasati and the
death priests with whom Leso is making deals.
I can’t recommend this book highly enough. I couldn’t put it
down. Luckily, the next book in the series is already out rides a dread legion (Hb $49.99). - CM

143 york street, sydney nsw 2000

claSSIc tItlE
tHE SHIp wHo Sang
annE mccaffREy
pb $13.95 248pp
Anne McCaffrey’s wonderful The Ship
Who Sang is a collection of interrelated
short stories about the ship Helva, which
is a brain in a shell in a ship, soaring
through space. In this version of the
future, McCaffrey has created a
technology that allows human brains to be
encased in shells, which then act out their
neural responses. It takes a person of
very high intelligence to survive and thrive
in this process and Helva’s mind is
brilliant, even though the body she was
born with was defective beyond repair.
The technology allowing her to undergo the transition from
doomed infant to super space ship is nothing short of
awesomely cool! Considering when this book was written, it
was also remarkably ahead of its time. In becoming a ship,
Helva is in no way disadvantaged. She will be blessed with a
far longer existence than a non-shell person and (as she
explains it) after hurtling through the enormity of space, she
could hardly be content with walking.
This collection features 6 stories: The Ship Who Sang, The
Ship Who Mourned, The Ship Who Killed, Dramatic Mission,
The Ship Who Disassembled and The Partnered Ship, each a
different adventure. My favourite is The Ship Who Sang, which
offers a beautiful, sad look into first love, as experienced by
Helva, and her relationship with her first brawn, Jennan. All
brain-ships are paired with a person to aid them in their
functions and, almost without realising it, Helva falls in love.
The pairing of a Brain (Helva) with a Brawn (Jennan) is
interesting as an idea and convenient as the plot device that
makes Helva such a real person, with real emotions and
responses, even though, strictly speaking, she is a spaceship.
In The Ship Who Mourned, Helva is made even more
endearing as she deals with her loss. At this point, the pure
science-fiction-ness of the story takes a back seat to the pain
that all readers can identify with; Helva is at that stage where
everything is a reminder of the enormity of her loss. When she
hears that other brain-ships have ‘gone rogue’, she considers
the possibility of disappearing into the farthest corner of space
to be alone with her pain. To her credit, she does not, even
though she could. Helva earns our admiration when she works
through her pain and is able to find her voice again.
McCaffrey is an immensely talented writer. She has taken
something as tragic as an infant with birth defects and made it
into a wonderful idea with loads of potential. She also created a
ship-person who is believable and very real, from the moment
we meet her. As she pays off her debt to ‘Cencom’, we
experience her awesomely cool adventures. One of
McCaffrey’s greatest strengths is the clarity of her descriptions
and the ease with which her writing flows. This is a classic
science fiction title, which means that, like John Wyndham, for
example, the writing may have lost some of its buzz, but the
ideas are as fresh as ever. I highly recommend this book to
fans of fantasy who may normally steer clear of sci-fi because it
has no heart. This book proves that it does have heart, as well
as a brain… even if it does live in a ship in space. – Sofia
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JACqueLIne CARey
kushIeL’s MeRCy
Treason’s Heir #3. Having learned a
lesson about thwarting the will of the
gods, Imriel and Sidonie publicly confess
their affair, only to see the country boil
over in turmoil. To quell the unrest,
Ysandre, the queen, sets her decree. If
they marry, Sidonie will be disinherited,
losing her claim on the throne. There’s
only one way they can truly be together.
Imriel must perform an act of faith: search
the world for his infamous mother and
bring her back to Terre d’Ange to be
executed. Pb $17.95 700pp Due June

stoRM ConstAntIne
the ghosts of BLooD AnD
InnoCenCe
The Third Book of the Wraththu Histories.
Darquiel lives among the hidden tribe of
Olopade and as he grows up, he realises
he is different After a disastrous attempt
to incept his closest friend, he attracts the
attention of the mysterious Thiede and
learns that of his origins. Loki is the
favoured son of the Tigrons, but he too is
unaware of his real heritage. When he is
kidnapped, he must learn to walk the
secret ways between the worlds before
he can escape. Pb $36.00 464pp Due June

JACqueLIne CARey
nAAMAh’s kIss
Naamah’s Legacy #1. Once there
were great magicians born to the
Maghuin Dhonn; the folk of the Brown
Bear, the oldest tribe in Alba. But
generations ago, the greatest of them all
broke a sacred oath sworn in the name of
all his people. Now, only small gifts
remain to them. Through her lineage,
Moirin possesses such gifts and she has a
secret, too. She senses the presence of
unfamiliar gods in her life; the bright
lady and the man with a seedling
cupped in his palm. After Moirin
undergoes the rites of adulthood, she
finds divine acceptance on the condition
that she fulfil an unknown destiny that
lies somewhere beyond the ocean. Hb
$56.00 656pp Due June

ALIson CRoggon
the sIngIng
Pellinor #4. In a desperate race
against the Dark, Maerad must try to
solve the final riddle of the Treesong.
Only then will the Nameless One be
defeated and peace restored in the Seven
Kingdoms. But Maerad only holds the
key to half the riddle - her long-lost
brother, Hem, has the other. Before
embarking on a journey to find Hem,
Maerad must first wage an epic war
against the Landrost. And Hem, fleeing
the advances of the Black Army, must
endure betrayal
and mortal illness
in his search for
Maerad. But the
Dark grows ever
more powerful will brother and
sister reach one
another in time or
will all be lost in
a final,
apocalyptic
battle? Pb $22.95
452pp

C J CheRRyh
ConsPIRAtoR
Foreignor #10. Cajeiri is the young son of
the powerful leader of the Western
Association and is a target for forces bent
on destroying his father’s rule, because
Cajeiri is the first ateva youth to have
lived in a human environment. And after
hundreds of years of fragile atevi-human
coexistence, he may very well be the first
of his people to ever truly understand
the so similar, yet so dangerously
different, aliens who share his home
planet and threaten the hidebound
customs of his race. Hb $54.00 384pp
tARA Lynn ChILDs
oh. My. goDs
When Phoebe’s mum returns from
Greece with a new husband and plans to
move to an island in the Aegean Sea,
Phoebe’s well-plotted senior year
becomes ancient history. Now, instead of
enjoying a triumphant track season and
planning for college, Phoebe is trying to
keep her head above water at the
überexclusive Academy. If it isn’t hard
enough being the new kid in school,
Phoebe’s classmates are all descendents of
the Greek gods! When you’re running
against teammates with superpowers,
dealing with a stepsister from Hades and
nursing a crush on a boy who is quite
literally a god, the drama takes on mythic
proportions! Pb $17.95 272pp
Galaxy Bookshop

eLLen DAtLoW
& teRRI WInDLIng (eDs)
tRoLL’s eye vIeW:
A Book of vILLAInous tALes
Everyone thinks they know the real story
behind the villains in fairy tales - evil, no
two ways about it. But the villains
themselves beg to differ. In this new
anthology for younger readers, you’ll
hear from the Giant’s wife (Jack and the
Beanstalk), Rumplestiltskin, the oldest of
the Twelve Dancing Princesses, and
many more. Contributors include Garth
Nix, Holly Black, Neil Gaiman and
Nancy Farmer. Hb $38.00 200pp
ALyssA DAy
AtLAntIs unLeAsheD
Warriors of Poseidon #5. Poseidon’s
warriors swore 11,000 years ago to save
humanity from those who stalked the
night. Now two souls - immortal and
human - are all that stand between
justice and the eternal darkness: a
warrior prince and the beautiful
archaeologist he’s been sworn to protect.
Pb $17.95 400pp Due June
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stePhen DeAs
the ADAMAntIne PALACe
Once dragons ruled the world and
man was little more than prey. Now the
dragons are bred to be little more than
mounts for knights and highly valued
tokens in the diplomatic powerplays that
underpin the rule of the competing
aristocratic houses. The Empire has
grown fat. And now one man wants it
for himself. A man prepared to poison
the king just as he has poisoned his own
father. But unknown to him there are
flames on the way. A single dragon has
gone missing. And even one dragon on
the loose, unsubdued and returned to its
full intelligence, could spell disaster for
the Empire. Tp $32.99 384pp
WILLIAM DIetz
ResIstAnCe: the
gAtheRIng stoRM
First they invaded Russian, then Europe
and Great Britain. Now, the Chimera are
crossing the Atlantic. Enter Lieutenant
Nathan Hale, US Ranger. A veteran of
the Chimeran conflict, he is uniquely
immune to the alien virus. Hale and his
special-operations team meet the menace
head-on. But while they battle the
relentless Chimera, deadly power games
rage in the White House. And when
Hale discovers a far-reaching conspiracy,
one with deadly consequences for the
human race, his allegiance to country
and mankind is stretched to the breaking
point. Pb $18.95 352pp
DAvID DRAke
In the stoRMy ReD sky
Lt Leary #7. Daniel Leary is
Cinnabar’s most successful space
captain; his friend, lady Adele Mundy, is
its most efficient spy - but they’ve got
their hands full this time as they face a
Cinnabar Senator furious at losing an
election, the boy ruler of a star cluster
who thinks he’s a god, a world of slaves
and escaped slaves and an enemy base
that could shrug off attack by powerful
battlefleets, but which must fall to a
single cruiser if Cinnabar is to survive.
Hb $49.95 400pp
ChRIs evAns
A DARkness foRgeD In fIRe
Iron Elves #1. Konowa Swift Dragon,
former commander of the Empire’s elite
Iron Elves, is anything but ordinary. He’s
murdered a Viceroy, been courtmartialed, seen his beloved regiment
disbanded and been banished in disgrace.
Now, all he wants is to be left alone with
his misery, but for Konowa, nothing is
ever that simple. Visyna Tekoy, the
daughter of governor, seeks him out with
a royal decree that he resume his
commission, effective immediately. In the
east, a falling Red Star heralds the return
of a magic long vanished from the earth
and a frantic race to reach the Star
unfolds. Pb $21.95 640pp
www.GalaxyBooks.com.au

ChARLes De LInt
(ChARLes vess, ILLus)
MeDICIne RoAD
Laurel and Bess are touring musicians
who encounter two strangers with a
powerful secret in Tucson, Arizona. In
addition to their animal natures, Jim
Changing Dog and Alice Corn Hair have
been given human forms by the
powerful Coyote Woman, but in return
they must both find their true human
loves in 100 years or be exiled into the
animal world alone. Although Alice has
found her love, trickster Jim hasn’t been
able to commit to one woman, until he
sets eyes on free-spirited Bess, just before
the deadline. Pb $32.00 195pp Due June
C C fInLAy
the PAtRIot WItCh
Traitor to the Crown #1. The year is
1775. Proctor Brown appears to be an
ordinary young man working the family
farm in New England. Yet Proctor is so
much more. Magic is in his blood, a dark
secret passed down from generation to
generation. But he must hide his talents,
lest he be labelled a witch and find
himself dangling at the end of a rope. A
chance encounter with an arrogant
British officer catapults Proctor out of his
comfortable existence and into the
adventure of a lifetime, as resistance
sparks rebellion and rebellion becomes
revolution. Pb $17.95 352pp
C C fInLAy
A sPeLL foR the
RevoLutIon
Traitor to the Crown #2. Among the
enemy’s ranks is a Hessian necromancer
who drinks the power of other witches
like a vampire. Now this man seeks to
sap the fighting spirit of Washington’s
troops by means of a pernicious curse,
chaining the souls of the dead to the
spirits of the living. Against him stand
Proctor Brown and Deborah Walcott, two
young patriots who lead a ragtag band of
witches as much in danger from their
own side as from the enemy. Pb $17.95
352pp
estheR fRIesneR (eD)
WItCh WAy to the MALL
Move over, urban fantasy - here
comes suburban fantasy. What selfrespecting witch, vampire, or werewolf
would be caught dead - or undead anywhere but the Big City, you may ask?
So let’s welcome our first group of
supernatural suburbanites, the witches.
Their powers are awesome, their
methods of coping with the lumps,
bumps and idiosyncrasies of suburbia
are ingenious and they always bring the
loveliest gingerbread to the PTA bake
sale. Stories of suburban sorcery by
Harry Turtledove, Sarah A Hoyt, S M
Stirling, K D Wentworth and more. Pb
$17.95 368pp

143 york street, sydney nsw 2000

P R fRost
fAeRy Moon
Tess Noncoire #3. Tess Noncoiré,
successful fantasy writer and Celestial
Blade Warrior, has gone to a writers’
conference in Las Vegas, taking along
her mother, who is depressed over the
death of her demon husband. Taking in
one of Vegas’ Big Acts, Tess is amazed to
see winged dancers flying about the
stage, seemingly unsupported by any
wires. Then she discovers the dancers
are actually faeries, held captive in the
casino against their will. And if Tess and
her sidekick demon Scrap don’t help the
faeries return to their own dimension,
they - and their realm - will die. Hb
$49.95 400pp
eMILy gee
the LAuRentIne sPy
The Corhonase citadel is a place of
virtue and debauchery, but nothing is as
it seems, whether in the ballrooms and
salons of the nobles’ Court or the
catacombs beneath the citadel. Saliel has
many secrets; her spying is one, but her
most guarded mystery is her magic. She
walks a narrow path between discovery
as a spy and being burned as a witch.
With a sadistic Spycatcher closing in,
Saliel and her fellow spies are tested to
the limits of their endurance - they must
trust each other, or die. Pb $18.95 416pp
JessICA DAy geoRge
DRAgon sPeAR
Creel #3. As far as Creel is
concerned, all is finally right with the
world. The dragon king, Shardas, and his
queen, Velika, have made a home for
themselves on the Far Islands and for the
first time in centuries it seems dragons
and humans might be able to live
together in peace. So what better time for
Creel and Luka to plan their wedding?
Then Velika gets kidnapped by a band of
rogue dragons in need of their own
queen. And Creel and Luka leap to aid
Shardas and rescue her, only to discover
that Luka’s father has set his sights on
taking back the Far Islands from the
dragons. Hb $36.00 288pp
MARLey gIBson
the AWAkenIng
Ghost Huntress #1. Meet Kendall
Moorehead, a seemingly typical teen.
When her family moves from Chicago to
the small historical town of Radisson,
Georgia, her psychic abilities awaken.
She’s hearing, feeling and seeing things
that seem unbelievable at first, but with
the help of the town psychic, Kendall,
comes to terms with her newly emerging
gift. So, together with her new BFF, Celia,
Kendall forms a ghost hunting team.
They’ve got all the latest technology.
They’ve got Kendall for their psychic.
Now they’re going to clean up Radisson
of its less savoury spirits. Pb $19.95 224pp
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Jo gRAhAM
hAnD of IsIs
Against the rising power of Rome,
Egypt is the last and strongest bastion of
the Eastern Hellenistic kingdoms.
Charmian is Cleopatra’s half sister,
daughter of Pharaoh and a woman of the
harem. She shares a great honour and a
terrible burden with Cleopatra and their
sister Iras - they are fated to defend
Egypt from those who would destroy
her. So when Julius Caesar comes to
Egypt in pursuit of his enemies,
Charmian and her sisters are drawn into
a deadly struggle that will shape the
world to come. From mysterious temples
hidden in the desert to the perilous
palaces of Rome, from the tomb of
Alexander the Great to the very Gates of
Amenti, Charmian must face foes seen
and unseen in a battle for her family, her
love and her gods. Pb $22.99 528pp
sIMon gReen
DAeMons ARe foReveR
Secret Histories
#2. Eddie Drood’s
clan has been
watching
mankind’s back for
ages. And now he’s
in charge of the
whole kit and
caboodle. But it’s
not going to be
easy. During World
War II, the Droods
made a pact with some nasty buggers
from another dimension known as the
Loathly Ones, which they needed to fight
the Nazis. But once the war was over, the
Loathly Ones decided that they liked this
world too much to leave. Now it’s up to
Eddie to make things very uncomfortable
for them, or watch everything humanity
holds dear go up in smoke. Pb $17.95
432pp
RIChARD hARLAnD
WoRLD shAkeR
Aboard a huge spaceship
ship, the elites live on the top decks
while the Filthies toil below. Col’s safe,
civilised world on the upper decks of the
Worldshaker, a huge ship that has been
sailing since 1845, is changed forever
when a Filthy from below finds her way
into his cabin. Pb $17.95 384pp

win...

a lord of the rings:
return of the king
special edition dVd
including
limited edition Minas
tirith keepsake Box!
see back page for details
ph 9267 7222

fax 9261 3691

DAvID hARtWeLL
& kAthRyn CRAMeR (eDs)
yeAR’s Best sf 14
Unique visions and astonishments new stories by Tobias S Buckell, Karl
Schroeder, Cory Doctorow, Neil Gaiman,
Kathleen Ann Goonan, Alastair
Reynolds and Michael Swanwick. Last
year’s best short-form SF, selected by
acclaimed, award-winning editors and
anthologists offers stunning new
extrapolations on what awaits
humankind beyond the next dawn. The
art of the story is explored boldly and
provocatively in this powerful new
collection of speculative fiction. Pb
$17.95 512pp
LuCy & stePhen hAWkIng
geoRge’s seCRet key to
the unIveRse
Take a roller
coaster ride
through the
vastness of space
and, in the midst of
an exciting
adventure, discover
the mysteries of
physics, science
and the universe
with George, his
new friends next door - the scientist Eric
and his daughter, Annie - and a superintelligent computer called Cosmos,
which can take them to the edge of a
black hole and back again. Or can it? And
who else would like to get their hands on
Cosmos? Pb $21.95 320pp
BRIAn heRBeRt
PAuL of Dune
Legends of Dune #1.5. Between the
end of Frank Herbert’s Dune and his
next novel Dune Messiah lies a mystery
- how a hero adored by a planet became
a tyrant hated by a universe. This begins
the story of those 12 fateful years and the
wars of the jihad of Paul Muad’Dib. It is
an epic of battle and betrayal, of love
and idealism, of ambition and intrigue.
Above all, it is the story of how Paul
Atreides, who achieved absolute power
when scarcely more than a boy, changes
from an idealist into a dictator who is the
prisoner of the bureaucrats and fanatics
who surround him. Pb $19.99 656pp
tAnyA huff
the enChAntMent
eMPoRIuM
Alysha Gale is a member of a family
capable of changing the world with the
charms they cast. Then she receives word
that she’s inherited her grandmother’s
junk shop in Calgary, only to discover
upon arriving that she’ll be serving the
fey community. And when Alysha learns
just how much trouble is brewing in
Calgary, even calling in the family to help
may not be enough to save the day. Hb
$49.95 384pp
Galaxy Bookshop

tAnyA huff
vALoR’s tRIAL
Torin Kerr #4. Unexpectedly pulled
from battle, Gunnery Sergeant Torin
Kerr of the Confederation Marines finds
herself in an underground POW camp
that shouldn’t exist, where her fellow
marine prisoners have lost all will to
escape. Now, Torin must fight her way
not only out of the prison, but also past
the growing compulsion to lie down and
give up—not realising that her escape
could alter the entire course of the war.
Pb $14.95 416pp Due June
John huLMe & MIChAeL WeXLeR
the sPLIt seConD
Seems #2.
Becker Drane has still
got the coolest job in
the world, but being a
Fixer in The Seems
while trying to live a
normal 13-year-old
life is sometimes
impossible. On the
way to a family
holiday, a bomb
explodes in the Department of Time and
Becker is called in to repair the damage.
He discovers a path of destruction way
beyond his wildest imagination and his
faith in The Seems, as well as in his
abilities as a Fixer, are shaken to the core.
Pb $15.99 320pp
gARy JennIngs, RoBeRt gLeAson
& JunIus PoRug
APoCALyPse 2012
In ancient Mexico, the End-Time
Codex, which predicts the world’s end in
2012, is entombed. A young AztecMayan slave tells us its story. Gifted in
math and astronomy, Coyotl rises to
king’s counselor in Tula, a golden city of
milk and honey ruled by the brilliant
god-king, Quetzalcoatl, the Feathered
Serpent of lore. Gathering artists,
scientists and craftsmen, this legendary
ruler builds a city that will awe
humanity for 1,000 years. But he also
faces war, catastrophic drought, betrayal
and the rise of an evil death-cult religion.
Instituting the infamous Blood
Covenant, its priests drag thousands of
people a year atop temple-pyramids and
rip their hearts beating from their chests.
Hb $58.00 400pp Due June
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kAthARIne keRR
shADoW IsLe
Deverry: Dragon Mage #6. The wild
Northlands hold many secrets, among
them the mysterious dweomer island of
Haen Marn, the mountain settlements of
Dwarvholt and the fortified city of Cerr
Cawnen, built long ago by escaping
bondmen from Deverry itself. And just
who or what are the mysterious Dwgi
folk? Thanks to the Horsekin, the human
beings of Deverry and their elven allies
realise that the fate of the Northlands lies
tangled with their own. Although the
dwarven race holds strong, the island of
Haen Marn has fled and Cerr Cawnen
seems doomed. Only the magic of
Dallandra and Valandario and the might
of the powerful dragons, Arzosah and
Rori, can reveal the secrets and save the
Northlands from conquest. Pb $20.99
JACkIe kessLeR
& CAItLIn kIttReDge
BLACk AnD WhIte
They were best friends at an elite
academy for superheroes in training, but
now Callie Bradford, code name Iridium,
and Joannie Greene, code name Jet, are
mortal enemies. Jet uses her power to
protect the citizens of New Chicago.
Iridium runs the city’s underworld. For
the past five years, they have played an
elaborate game of cat and mouse. But
now playtime’s over. Separately Jet and
Iridium uncover clues that point to a
looming evil, one that is entwined within
the Academy. Jet becomes convinced
that Iridium is involved in a scheme that
will level the power structure of America
itself. And Iridium uncovers an insidious
plot that’s been a decade in the
making… a plot in which Jet is key. Tp
$32.00 400pp Due June
CAItLIn kIttReDge
stReet MAgIC
Black London #1. Her name is Pete
Caldecott. She was 16 when she met Jack
Winter, a gorgeous, larger-than-life mage
who thrilled her with his witchcraft.
Then a spirit Jack summoned killed him
before Pete’s eyes, or so she thought.
Now a detective, Pete is investigating the
case of a young girl kidnapped from the
streets of London. A tipster’s chilling
prediction has led police directly to the
child, but when Pete meets the
informant, she’s shocked to learn he is
none other than Jack - strung out on
heroin and a shadow of his former self.
He tells Pete that Bridget’s kidnappers
are hiding in the shadow-world of the
fey. Even though she’s spent years
disavowing the supernatural, Pete
follows Jack into the fey underworld,
where she hopes to discover the truth
about what happened to Bridget - and
what happened to Jack on that dark day
so long ago… Pb $15.95 352pp Due June

www.GalaxyBooks.com.au

JAy LAke
gReen
She was born in poverty, in a dusty
village under the equatorial sun. She
does not remember her mother, she does
not remember her own name - her
earliest clear memory is of the day her
father sold her to the tall pale man. In
the Court of the Pomegranate Tree,
where she was taught the ways of a
courtesan and the skills of an assassin,
she was named Emerald, the precious
jewel of the Undying Duke’s collection
of beauties. She calls herself Green. The
world she inhabits is one of political
power and magic, where Gods meddle
in the affairs of mortals. At the center of
it is the immortal Duke’s city of Copper
Downs, which controls all the trade on
the Storm Sea. Green has made many
enemies, some secret friends and she has
become a very dangerous woman
indeed. Hb $56.00 368pp Due June
nICk LAke
the seCRet MInIstRy of
fRost
A half-Inuit albino and heir to a huge
Northern Irish manor, Light has never
exactly blended in. Since her father’s
mysterious disappearance in the Arctic,
she’s felt more alone than ever. Yet as
she mourns for the father, she notices
unexpected presences all around...
Suddenly the mysterious world in which
her father moved invades her life. The
Inuit folklore she vaguely knows comes
alive all around her; the inscrutable,
violent and sometimes horrific beings of
the North seem to believe she has a role
to play and, along with her butler and
their new shark-headed friend, Tupilak,
Light is drawn into an age-old intrigue
between Setna, the ruler of the sea and
Frost, king of the cold. Pb $16.95 368pp
hoLLy LIsLe
hAWksPAR
A Novel of Korre #2. Stolen away
from their families, they are slaves;
women with no names and no futures.
Every moment of their day is controlled
by the avatars of the stone Eyes:
Obsidian, Emerald, Raxinan, Ruby,
Windcrystal, Sapphire, Sunspar,
Tigereye… Plucked from the ranks of
slavery, protected by forces unseen, she is
put to trial and found worthy. With her
eyes replaced by eyes of Hawkspar stone,
she can slip into the streams of time. Her
vision - of the past, the present, and the
future - lets her see the secret of the Eyes and their evil. Kings and despots come to
her to know their futures. As she pulls
apart the sticky threads of time to arrange
the world to her satisfaction, the new
avatar knows that she must find a way to
use time to her own ends - to free the
slaves once and for all, and to destroy the
Eyes, even if it means destroying herself
in the process. Pb $17.95 608pp Due June
143 york street, sydney nsw 2000

toBy LItt
JouRney Into sPACe
A vast generation ship hurtles
away from a violent, troubled Earth to
settle on a distant planet orbiting an
alien star. Those who set out on this
journey are long-since dead. Those who
will arrive at their destination have yet
to be born. For those who must live and
die in the cold emptiness between the
stars, there is only the claustrophobic
permanence of non-being. Life lived in
unending stasis. Then the unthinkable
happens: two souls - Auguste and
Celeste - rebel. And from the fruit of
their rebellion comes a new and
powerful force which will take charge of
the ship’s destiny. Pb $24.95 256pp
Anne MCCAffRey
& eLIzABeth sCARBoRough
DeLuge
Twins of Petaybee #3. The selkie
twins, Ronan and Murel, leave Petaybee
on a mission to help rescue their friend
Marmie, who has been falsely arrested
on the orders of a corrupt Colonel. Pb
$21.95 352pp
MeLIssA MARR
fRAgILe eteRnIty
Wicked Lovely #2. Seth never
expected he would want to settle down
with anyone, but that was before
Aislinn. She is everything he’d ever
dreamed of and he wants to be with her
forever. Forever takes on new meaning,
though, when your girlfriend is an
immortal faery queen. Hb $36.00 384pp
L e MoDessIt JR
hAze
What lies beneath the millions of
orbiting nanotech satellites that shroud
the world called Haze? Major Keir
Roget’s mission is to make planetfall in
secret, find out and report back to his
superiors in the Federation, the
government that rules Earth and the
colonised planets. Scouting Haze, he
finds a culture seemingly familiar, yet
frighteningly alien, with hints of a
technology far superior to that of the
Federation. Yet he is not certain how
much of what he sees is real, or how to
convey a danger he cannot prove to his
superiors, if he can escape. Hb $49.95
304pp Due June
C e MuRPhy
uRBAn shAMAn
Walker Papers #1. Joanne Walker has
three days to learn to use her shamanic
powers and save the world from the
unleashed Wild Hunt. Never mind the
lack of sleep, the perplexing new talent
for healing herself from fatal wounds, or
the cryptic, talking coyote who appears in
her dreams. And if all that’s not bad
enough, in the three years Joanne’s been a
cop, she’s never seen a dead body, but
she’s just come across her second in three
days. Pb $17.95 416pp
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C e MuRPhy
the PRetenDeR’s CRoWn
The Inheritor’s Cycle #2. Seduction
and stealth are Belinda Primrose’s skills weapons befitting the queen’s bastard
daughter, a pawn of espionage
conceived by Lorraine, ruler of Aulun
and her lover and spymaster, Belinda’s
father. Now an accomplished assassin,
Belinda uncovers the true game her
father never intended her to play. For
Belinda has found her witchpower, a
legacy born from something not of this
earth. In a treacherous world where
religion and rebellion rule, Lorraine is
now in a position to sweep over the
countries of Echon and to back her
chosen successor to the throne: Belinda.
But Belinda is no longer anyone’s pawn.
Tp $32.00 480pp
C e MuRPhy
thunDeRBIRD fALLs
Walker Papers #2. It’s the end of the
world… Again. When her spirit guide
inexplicably disappears, Joanne needs
help from other sources. Especially after
she accidentally unleashes Lower World
demons on Seattle. It’s the worst possible
moment for Joanne to realise she should
have learned more about controlling her
powers. Or to discover she’s being lied
to… Pb $32.00 416pp
LARRy nIven & eDWARD M LeRneR
JuggLeR of WoRLDs
Covert agent
Sigmund Ausfaller
is Earth’s secret
weapon, humanity’s
best defence against
all conspiracies,
real, potential - and
imaginary - of foes
both human and
alien. Who better
than a brilliant
paranoid to expose
the devious plots of others? He may
finally have met his match in Nessus,
representative of the secretive
Puppeteers, the elder race who wield
vastly superior technologies. Nessus
schemes in the shadows with Earth’s
traitors and adversaries, even after the
race he represents abruptly vanishes
from Known Space. As a paranoid,
Sigmund had always known things
would end horribly for him. Only the
details eluded him. That fog has begun
to lift... Pb $17.95 448pp Due June
AnDRe noRton
stAR fLIght
Omnibus edition containing The Stars
are Ours and Star Born. Two complete
novels of courageous men and women
whose only hope was escape in an
untested starship to other worlds of
bright promise and unknown dangers.
Pb $17.95 416pp

ph 9267 7222

fax 9261 3691

nAoMI novIk
vICtoRy of eAgLes
Tremaire #5. Tremeraire has been
removed from military service – and his
captain, Will Laurence, has been
condemned to death for treason.
Separated by their own government and
threatened at every turn by Napoleon’s
forces, Laurence and Temeraire must
struggle to find each other amid the
turmoil of war. If only they can be
reunited, master and dragon might rally
Britain’s scattered resistance forces and
take the fight to the enemy as never
before. Pb $22.99 384pp Due June
JennA RhoDes
the DARk feRRyMAn
The Elven Ways #2. As civil war
erupts on the world of Kerith, starcrossed elven lovers Rivergrace and
Sevryn, marked for possession by both a
demon and a vengeful goddess, must
find a way to heal the rift between them,
stand against their enemies and save
their world from an ancient threat. Pb
$17.95 576pp
RICk RIoRDAn
PeRCy JACkson AnD the
BAttLe of the LAByRInth
Percy Jackson #4. Honestly, blowing up
another school was the last thing I
wanted to do. As the son of a Greek god,
I’ve had my share of near-death disaster.
This summer, I didn’t choose to battle
the cheerleading squad, but when two
hissing she-devils with fangs are
heading straight for you, what’s a halfblood meant to do? That was just the
beginning. This is the one where my
arch-enemy, Luke, is looking for a way
to invade our camp via an ancient
labyrinth. If he succeeds, thousands of
bloodthirsty monsters will attack. So it’s
goodbye sunshine, hello darkness as
four of us descend into the terrifying
underground and beyond. Pb $16.95
352pp
fReD sABeRhAgen
of BeRseRkeR’s,
sWoRDs AnD vAMPIRes
Contains stories from the author’s most
popular series, Berserker, Lost Swords and
his Dracula series, as well as gems from
his other series. Hb $48.00 288pp Due
June
PAMeLA seRvICe
yesteRDAy’s MAgIC
Magic #3. When Heather McKenna
is kidnapped by the sorceress Morgan
LeFay, it is up to Heather’s friend Welly
and the wizard Merlin to rescue her. Set
500 years in the future following a
nuclear devastation, the technological
world has ground to a halt, but magic is
beginning to take hold again and the
powerful icons of myth are starting to
fight over control of the world. Pb $15.95
240pp
Galaxy Bookshop

ALIson sInCLAIR
DARkBoRn
Darkborn Trilogy #1. For the
Darkborn, sunlight kills. For the
Lightborn, darkness is fatal.When
Darkborn physician Balthasar Hearne
finds a pregnant fugitive on his doorstep
just before sunrise, he has no choice but
to take her in. Tercelle Amberley’s
betrothed is a powerful Darkborn
nobleman, but her illicit lover came to her
through the daytime. When she gives
birth to twin boys, they can see,
something unheard of among the
Darkborn. When men come for the boys,
Balthasar is saved by the intervention of
his Lightborn neighbour - and healed by
the hands of his wife, Telmaine. Soon he
finds himself drawn deeper into political
intrigue and magical attacks, while
Telmaine must confront a power she
neither wants nor can control. Pb $32.00
352pp
ALeXAnDeR goRDon-sMIth
fuRnACe: LoCkDoWn
Beneath heaven is hell. Beneath
hell is Furnace. Furnace Penitentiary.
The world’s most secure prison for
young offenders, buried a mile beneath
the earth’s surface.Convicted of a
murder he didn’t commit, sentenced to
life without parole, Alex Sawyer knows
he has two choices: find a way out, or
resign himself to a death behind bars, in
the darkness at the bottom of the world.
As he starts to uncover the truth about
Furnace’s deeper, darker purpose, Alex’s
actions grow ever more dangerous and
he must risk everything to expose this
nightmare that’s hidden from the eyes of
the world. Pb $16.99 304pp
MeLIssA snoDgRAss
the eDge of ReAson
Since the dawn of
consciousness, a secret war has been
fought between the forces of magic and
religious fanaticism, and the cause of
reason, understanding and technology.
On one side are the Old Ones, malign
entities that feed on the suffering of
mankind. On the other are the Lumina,
an ancient order dedicated the liberation
of the human spirit. Officer Richard Oort
of the Albuquerque Police Department is
caught in the middle of this primal battle
when he rescues a mysterious teenage
girl from a trio of inhuman hunters. As
the gates between the universes shred
apart, it may be up to Richard to save
humanity from the endless horror of a
new Dark Age. Pb $17.95 384pp Due June
nAnCy sPRIngeR & shARyn
noveMBeR (eD)
fIReBIRDs soARIng
Collected here are 19 tales of new
worlds and Old Magic for young adults,
from authors like Nancy Farmer, Ellen
Klages, Margo Lanagan and Jane Yolen
Pb $14.95 592pp
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JuDIth tARR
BRIng DoWn the sun
Alexander the Great. Alexander the
Great ruled the greatest Empire of the
ancient world, but he was ruled by his
mother, Olympias.There are as many
legends about this powerful Queen as
there are of her famous son and the
stories began long before she even met
Philip of Macedon. She was a figure of
mystery, fascination and fear even
during her own lifetime. Tp $32.00
224pp
MARk L vAn nAMe
oveRthRoWIng heAven
Jon & Lobo #3. It began as a favour
to a woman trying to get away from
abusive husband. Jon Moore grew up in
a prison laboratory. When he escaped
with nothing but his body’s nanotech
enhancements and more anger than even
a long lifetime could wash away, an
entire planet died behind him. Memories
of the things he’d done still haunted
him; because of them, he often ended up
helping those in need. His kindnesses
frequently didn’t work out well. This
one really didn’t work out well. It hurled
Jon and Lobo, the intelligent assault
vehicle and Jon’s only friend on a
headlong rush through armed enemies
and untrustworthy allies and encounter
what just might be the worst danger
their partnership will face - the truth. Hb
$49.95 416pp Due June
MARk L vAn nAMe
sLAnteD JACk
Jon & Lobo #2. The job looks simple
enough - Jon Moore, the nanotechenhanced, world-weary, soldier of
fortune, agrees to help a con man, a
friend from a part of his past he’d rather
forget, protect a very special young boy.
The deal doesn’t stay simple, as each
move Jon and Lobo make results in more
danger and more enemies.The situation
grows even more complicated when a
woman with an unclear agenda joins
them in their quest. Pb $18.95 480pp
A e vAn vogt &
kevIn J AnDeRson
sLAn hunteR
Slan #2. At the time of his death in
2000, van Vogt left a partial draft and an
outline for the sequel to his most famous
novel, Slan. Now the story has been
completed by Kevin J Anderson. Slans
are a race of superior mutants in the far
future, smarter and stronger than Homo
sapiens and able to read minds. Yet they
are a persecuted minority, survivors of
terrible genocidal wars, who live in
hiding from the mass of humanity. This
is the story of this towering conflict in
the far future, when a new war among
the races of mankind bursts out and
humanity struggles to survive. Hb $32.00
272pp

www.GalaxyBooks.com.au

s R vAught & J B ReDMonD
AssAssIn’s APPRentICe
Oathbreaker #1. A murderer shoves
a prince to his death. An assassin legally
kidnaps a terrified boy. A ruling lord
orders an atrocity so devastating it will
change the course of history. So begins
this story of love, family trust, sworn
promises and hard-earned friendships,
in which two boys must put aside their
childhood understanding of the world
and accept their own incredible power to
do right. Pb $25.95 500pp Due June
PeteR WARD
DRAgon hoRse
Set in ancient China, two brothers
fight the classic battle between good and
evil as the Shadow-without-name
attempts to break free from eternal
imprisonment by utilising the strength
and power of the famed dragon horses.
Rokshan and An-Lushan are drawn into
this centuries-old struggle, along with a
young girl destined to become the
Spellweaver of her nomadic tribe. As
An-Lushan is pulled towards the dark,
Rokshan must embark upon a dangerous
journey and learn the innermost secrets
of the dragons. Pb $19.95 480pp
DAvID WeBeR
By sChIsM Rent AsunDeR
Safehold #2. The world has changed.
The mercantile kingdom of Charis has
prevailed over the alliance designed to
exterminate it. Armed with better sailing
vessels, better guns and better devices of
all sorts, Charis faced the combined
navies of the rest of the world at Darcos
Sound and Armageddon Reef, and broke
them. Despite the implacable hostility of
the Church of God Awaiting, Charis still
stands, still free, still tolerant, still an
island of innovation in a world in which
the Church has worked for centuries to
keep humanity locked at a medieval
level of existence. But the powerful men
who run the Church aren’t going to take
their defeat lying down… Pb $17.95
736pp Due June
WALteR Jon WILLIAMs
thIs Is not A gAMe: you
got get A seConD LIfe
Once upon a time, there were four of
them. And though each was good at a
number of things, all of them were very
good at games... But when one of them is
gunned down in a parking lot, the
survivors become players in a very
different kind of game - one that is
played for the highest stake of all. Now
they must draw on all their resources,
not least millions of online gamers to
track down the killer. Imagine a game
with no boundaries. Waiting in a
parking lot, sitting at your computer,
walking down the street - you could be
called at any moment and you’d better
be ready. This is not a game... Tp $32.99
400pp
143 york street, sydney 2000

n D WILson
DAnDeLIon fIRe
100 Cupboards #2. A visit to his aunt
and uncle’s farm took an amazing turn
when cupboard doors, hidden behind
Henry’s bedroom wall, revealed
themselves to be portals to other worlds.
Now, with his time at the farm drawing
to a close, Henry makes a bold decision he must go through the cupboards to find
the truth about where he’s from and who
his parents are. Pb $18.95 480pp
RoBeRt ChARLes WILson
JuLIAn CoMstoCk: A stoRy
of 22nD CentuRy AMeRICA
In the reign of
President Deklan
Comstock, a reborn
United States is
struggling back to
prosperity. Then
out of Labrador
come tales of a new
Ajax - Captain
Commongold, the
Youthful Hero of
the Saguenay. The
ordinary people follow his adventures in
the popular press. The Army adores him.
The President is troubled. Especially
when the Captain turns out to be his
nephew Julian, son of the falsely accused
and executed Bryce. As told by Julian’s
best friend and companion, this tale
asks— and answers—the age-old
question: “Do you want to tell the truth,
or do you want to tell a story?” Hb $54.00
384pp Due June
PAtRICIA WReDe
& CARoLIne steveRMeR
the MIsLAID MAgICIAn, oR ten
yeARs AfteR
Soccery & Cecelia #2. Ten years have
passed since Kate and Cecy married
Thomas and James, and England is now
being transformed by the first railways.
When James is asked to look into the
sudden disappearance of a German
railway engineer, he and Cecy make a
shocking discovery: The railway lines are
wreaking havoc with ancient
underground magic, which could
endanger the very unity of England. Pb
$17.95 336pp
John C WRIght
nuLL-A-ContInuuM
Continuing A E Van Vogt’s World of
Null-A. Gilbert Gosseyn, the
superhuman amnesiac with a double
brain, must pit his wits once more
against the remorseless galactic dictator,
Enro the Red and the mysterious
shadow-being known as The Follower.
And he must do it while he is being
hurled headlong through unimaginable
distances in space, in time and through
alternate eternities to fend off the death
and complete the rebirth of the Universe
itself! Pb $17.95 448pp Due June
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JAne yoLen
DRAgon’s heARt
Pit Dragon Chronicles #4. Austar IV
isn’t the planet it once wa, and when
Jakkin and Akki finally return to the
dragon nursery, their homecoming
arouses mixed emotions. Together
they‘ve survived the insurmountable and
now they can weather the brutal
conditions of Dark After and
communicate with the dragons they love.
But with this knowledge comes
responsibility. What they’ve learned
about survival could transform the planet
- or, if entrusted to the wrong hands,
bring about its destruction. Akki’s
insistence that she return to the Rokk to
finish her training and begin new
experiments drives a chasm between her
and Jakkin. Suddenly she finds herself in
the midst of a political battle that could
claim her life. Hb $36.00 304pp

paranormal
romance
LARA ADRIAn
Ashes of MIDnIght
Midnight Breed #6. As night falls, Claire
Roth flees, driven from her home by a
fiery threat that seems to come from hell
itself. Then, from out of the flames and
ash, a vampire warrior emerges. He is
Andreas Reichen, her onetime lover,
now a stranger consumed by vengeance.
Caught in the cross fire, Claire cannot
escape his fury, or the hunger that
plunges her into his world of eternal
darkness and unending pleasure. Pb
$15.95 368pp
L A BAnks
the shADoWs
Vampire Huntress #11.
Seething in the
underworld is the
Unnamed One, so
furious that he’s
bringing the battle
topside, unleashing a
full-frontal assault on
mankind for the
offenses committed
by the Vampire Huntress team. This time,
Damali and Carlos must address serious
human casualties and collateral damage...
all while the vampire councilman, Nuit
rebuilds Blood Music to become more
than a record label, but a media
brainwashing empire for the dark lord.
Pb $17.95 368pp
AnyA BAst
WItCh fuRy
Elemental Witches #4. With the untapped
gift to create fire, witch Sarafina Connell
is caught up in a war between good and
evil. And she has no choice but to join an
infamous playboy in the battle for
supremacy - one that’s getting hotter by
the minute. Pb $17.95 320pp Due June
ph 9267 7222

fax 9261 3691

RhyAnnon ByRD
eDge of DAngeR
Primal Instinct #2. Saige Buchanan
travels the world studying her dark past,
guided by a strange gift that enables
physical objects to tell her their secrets.
Yet nothing can protect her from her
family’s sadistic enemies. Until, in her
hour of greatest need, she encounters a
mysterious, impossibly sexy shapeshifter. Pb $18.95 384pp
RhyAnnon ByRD
eDge of DesIRe
Primal Instinct #3. Sheriff Riley Buchanan
is a good man, but a man possessed.
Plagued by uncontrollable impulses, he
lives in fear of surrendering to real love.
Even after years apart, he still craves one
woman, Hope Summers, above all others
and will do anything to protect her from
harm. But surrendering to their longdenied passion could mean the
destruction of everything they hold
dear… Pb $17.95 384pp Due June
DAkotA CAssIDy
kIss & heLL
Delaney Markham communicates with
tortured souls all day - which can really
wreak havoc on your love life. She
makes the best of her gift by holding
séances to make ends meet - that is until
one incredibly annoying ghost just won’t
go away. Clyde Atwell is a newbie
demon whose first assignment is to take
Delaney back down to hell with him. Pb
$32.00 352pp Due June
MARyJAnICe DAvIDson
unDeAD AnD unWeLCoMe
Betsy Taylor has problems that only a
vampire queen/suburban wife could
understand. Such as taking the body of
her werewolf friend Antonia to Cape
Cod, where she’s not sure if the
Wyndham werewolves will welcome her.
Meanwhile, her posse back in St. Paul is
sending frantic e-mails alerting Betsy to
her half-sister’s increasingly erratic
behaviour. Hb $49.95 304pp Due June
MARyJAnICe DAvIDson, LoIs
gReIMAn, MICheLe hAuf, LeAnDRA
LogAn
fAeRIes gone WILD
In MaryJanice Davidson’s Tall, Dark and
Not So Faery, Scarlett, a faery stumbles
upon the one man who just may measure
up to size… In Lois Greiman’s Pixie Lust,
a cutthroat developer, encounters a faery
charged to protect all things green... In
Michele Hauf’s Dust Me, Baby, One More
Time, Sidney, librarian and tooth faery,
has no time to find Mr Right, until she
flies into sexy, sun-bronzed Dart Sand, a
man who makes her wings flutter… In
Leandra Logan’s A Little Bit Faery, Tia is
mystified when she strikes out on the
Luna faery singles scene, then she lands
on the doorstep of a steamy firefighter
who sets her soul on fire. Pb $18.95 432pp
Galaxy Bookshop

LuCIenne DIveR
vAMPeD
Gina Covello’s Perks and Pitfalls of Vamp
Life 1. Vampire vixen Mellisande has
taken an interest in Gina’s boyfriend,
and is now transforming the entire high
school into her own personal vampire
army. Pb $23.95 240pp Due June
yAsMIne gALenoRn
DeMon MIstRess
Sisters of the Moon #6. Menolly, Camille,
and Delilah are the D’Artigo Sisters half-human, half-Faerie operatives for
the Otherworld Intelligence Agency.
Their latest assignment is to root out the
secret society responsible for unleashing
chaos magic against the city and to stop
a demon from devouring Delilah’s soul.
Pb $17.95 320pp Due June
LAuReLL k hAMILton
BLooD noIR
Anita Blake, Vampire Hunter #16. A
favour for a friend puts Anita Blake in
the centre of a full-blown scandal that
threatens master vampire Jean-Claude’s
reign - and makes her a pawn in an
ancient vampire queen’s new rise to
power. Pb $21.99 432pp Due June
LAuReLL k hAMILton
skIn tRADe
Anita Blake, Vampire Hunter #17. When a
vampire serial killer sends Anita Blake a
grisly souvenir from Las Vegas, she has
to warn Sin City’s local authorities what
they’re dealing with. Only it’s worse
than she thought. Ten officers and one
executioner have been slain - paranormal
style. Anita heads to Vegas, where’s
she’s joined by three other federal
marshals, including the ruthless Edward.
Hb $56.00 Tp $32.99 352pp
eMMA hoLLy
kIssIng MIDnIght
The Fitzclair Chronicles #6. Edmund Fitz
Clare has kept his vampire nature a
secret from his family and Estelle
Berenger, the woman he loves, but a
vampire war threatens to expose him
and destroy all he holds dear. Pb $17.95
320pp Due June
hAnnAh hoWeLL
If he’s WICkeD
For Chloe Wherlocke, it all begins with a
glimpse into the future that foretells a
terrible plot against Lord Julian Kenwood
and his newborn son. Chloe’s gift allows
her to save the child from certain death,
but the earl remains in grave peril... Julian
Kenwood is shocked when Chloe, a
captivating, dark-haired stranger, warns
him that sinister forces are at hand - and
exposes a devastating secret that changes
his life forever... As Chloe reveals her
plan to save Julian, neither can deny the
attraction that grows each moment
they’re together. Pb $15.95 320pp Due
June
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kAtIe MACALIsteR
CRouChIng vAMPIRe, hIDDen
fAng
Dark Ones #8. Pia Thomason is torn
between two Dark Ones: her husband
Kristoff, who doesn’t trust her, and his
best friend, Alec, who is MIA. So Pia
goes back to her humdrum Seattle life,
but fate has other plans. And she realises
that if she and Kristoff are going to be
shackled together for better or worse,
she may as well start to enjoy it… Pb
$17.95 352pp
sheRRILyn kenyon & DIAnnA Love
PhAntoM In the nIght
Terri Mitchell has
dedicated her life to
justice. Working
covertly for the
Bureau of American
Defense agency, she’s
trying to bust an
organised crime ring
suspected of funding
terrorism. But when
rumours surface of a
phantom ghost terrorising and killing the
very people she’s investigating, she’s
suspicious. Nathan Drake has spent his
life protecting his family, the only thing
that matters to him... until the most feared
drug lord in the southeast takes
everything Nathan holds dear. Now he’s
a man on a mission with nothing to lose.
Two people who have no reason to trust
must trust in each other or die. Pb $19.95
480pp
sheRRILyn kenyon
& ALtheA kontIs
the DARk hunteR CoMPAnIon
Packed with insider knowledge and
secrets mankind are rarely privy to, this is
a valuable guide to the Dark-Hunter
series. It includes a Dark-Hunter directory,
a handy reference guide to Dark-Hunter
and Greek mythology, useful tips on
dealing with daimons and squires and
lessons in conversational Greek and
Atlantean. There’s even a section on how
to handle unexpected visits from ancient
gods... Also includes a new short story.
Pb $29.99 448pp
Cheyenne MCCRAy
DeMons not InCLuDeD
Night Tracker #1. Meet Nyx. This halfhuman, half–Drow private eye
investigates paranormal crimes by day
and is an elite Tracker of demons by
night. She prefers working solo and
playing rough. So when a terrifying
force starts murdering innocent humans
and paranorms, and leaving strange
demonic symbols burned into their
buildings, it’s a case Nyx takes very
personally… Meanwhile, Nyx’s fellow
Trackers are being killed one by one and
a sexy new Tracker named Torin is
shadowing her every move. Pb $17.95
352pp Due June
www.GalaxyBooks.com.au

RICheLLe MeAD
suCCuBus heAt
Georgina Kincaid #4. Georgina Kincaid
has been a bad, bad succubus… which
should be a good thing. But lately,
thanks to her foul mood over breaking
up with bestselling writer Seth
Mortensen, she’s been so wicked that
Seattle’s über-demon Jerome, decides to
outsource Georgina to a rival and have
her spy for him in the process. Being
exiled to the frozen north and leaving
Seth in the cosy clutches of his new
girlfriend is unpleasant enough. Then
Jerome is kidnapped and all immortals
under his control mysteriously lose their
powers. Pb $32.00 304pp
MAggIe shAyne
BLooDLIne
Lilith awakens cold, naked and alone,
knowing nothing, except that she has to
run for her life because someone is after
her. When Ethan discovers the terrified
woman hiding on his ranch, he knows
immediately not only who she is, but
what. He’s never forgotten her, not in all
the time since he escaped their joint
prison, a clandestine CIA facility where
humans are bred into vampires willing
to kill on command. He refused to accept
that fate and since he won his freedom
he’s become a legend to those he left
behind. With her own escape, Lilith has
become a legend, too, and now, together,
they have must fight those who would
become a legend by killing one. Pb
$17.95 400pp
ALIsA sheCkLey
MoonBuRn
In the past year, veterinarian Abra
Barrow has gone through some major
changes: She’s left Manhattan for the
deceptively quiet small town of
Northside, ditched her cheating husband
and discovered that he has infected her
with the rare werewolf virus. Now Abra
is finally beginning to feel as if she has
her life under control, except when the
moon is full. But then, all of a sudden,
Abra starts losing her temper and her
inhibitions even when the sun is shining.
As life in Northside becomes
increasingly more peculiar and more
perilous, she must decide whom she can
trust, when she’s not even sure she can
trust herself. Pb $15.95 368pp Due June
tAWny tAyLoR
WICkeD BeAst
Cailey Holm is definitely not a cat
person, in fact, she’s terrified of felines in
all forms. Creating a sexy were-lion as
the hero of her latest erotic romance was
supposed to help her overcome that fear,
but suddenly the tall, dangerous,
domineering alpha-cat of her darkest
dreams is standing in her living room and then carrying her back to his world,
demanding to explore her most erotic
fantasies... Pb $16.95 256pp
143 york street, sydney nsw 2000

horror
MIke CARey
thICkeR thAn WAteR
Felix Castor #4. Names and faces he
thought he’d left behind in Liverpool
resurface in London, bringing Castor far
more trouble than he’d anticipated.
Childhood memories, family traumas,
sins old and new and a council estate that
was meant to be a modern utopia until it
turned into something like hell, these are
just some of the sticks life uses to beat
Felix Castor with as things go from bad to
worse for London’s favourite freelance
exorcist. Pb $19.99 512pp
MICheLLe hARRIson
thIRteen tReAsuRes
While visiting her grandmother’s house,
an old photograph leads Tanya to an
unsolved mystery. 50 years ago, a girl
vanished in the woods nearby - a girl
Tanya’s grandmother will not speak of.
Fabian, the caretaker’s son, is tormented
by the girl’s disappearance. His
grandfather was the last person to see
her alive and has lived under suspicion
ever since. Together, Tanya and Fabian
decide to find the truth. But Tanya has
her own secret - the ability to see fairies.
And, after disturbing an intruder in the
night, it emerges that someone else
shares her ability... The manor’s sinister
history is about to repeat itself... Pb
$16.95 336pp
susAn huBBARD
the yeAR of DIsAPPeARAnCe
Society of S #2. Ariella Montero is no
stranger to the dark side of life. Half
human, half vampire, she spent her first
13 years in exile from both societies.
When her best friend was murdered, Ari
ran away to begin a new life in Florida.
But, one by one, the people and things
she cares most about keep disappearing.
And Ari may be next. She can hypnotise,
she can read minds and she can make
herself invisible, but can she escape her
stalkers? Pb $29.95 304pp
ChARLIe huston
eveRy LAst DRoP
Joe Pitt #4. After a year hiding out in the
Bronx, Joe Pitt is given an assignment he
can’t refuse. One Clan needs Joe to
inform on another, but he’s playing them
both while keeping his eye on the main
prize - his girl Evie is on the Island
somewhere and he’ll do anything to get
her back. And in this case, ‘anything’
means coming face to face with the
horrendous secret that lies beneath the
Vampyre world. Pb $22.99 288pp
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CAtheRIne JInks
RefoRMeD vAMPIRe suPPoRt
gRouP
Nina became a vampire in 1973, when
she was 15 and she hasn’t aged a day
since then. But she hasn’t had any fun
either, because her life is so sickly and
boring. It becomes even worse when one
of the other vampires in her therapy
group is stalked by a mysterious slayer.
Threatened with extinction, she and her
fellow vampires decide to hunt down the
culprit. Trouble is, they soon find
themselves up against some gun-toting
werewolf traffickers who’ll stop at
nothing. Pb $22.99 336pp
J C hutChIns & JoRDAn WeIsMAn
PeRsonAL effeCts: DARk ARt
This follows the extensive notes of
therapist Zach Taylor’s investigation into
the life and madness of Martin Grace, an
accused serial killer who claims to have
foreseen, but not caused, his victims’
deaths. Zach’s investigations start with
interviews and art sessions, but then take
him far from the hospital grounds - and
far from the reality that we know. Hb
$49.95 320pp Due June
JeffRey J MARIotte
CoLD BLACk heARts
A murder investigation brings former
police detective Annie O’Brien in contact
with the supernatural forces that
destroyed the town of New Dominion
nearly 100 years earlier. Pb $17.95 320pp
Due June
DougLAs PReston & LInCoLn ChILD
the Book of the DeAD
The New York Museum of Natural
History receives their stolen gem
collection back... ground down to dust.
Diogenes, the psychotic killer who stole
them is throwing down the gauntlet to
both the city and to his brother, FBI
Agent Pendergast, who is currently
incarcerated in a maximum security
prison. To quell the nightmare of the
gem fiasco, the museum decides to
reopen the Tomb of Senef. But when it
tomb is unsealed, the killings begin
again. Pb $19.99 544pp
L J sMIth
nIght WoRLD oMnIBus #3
Contains huntress, Black Dawn and
Witchlight. Vampires, werewolves,
witches, shapeshifters - they live among
us without our knowledge. Night World
is their secret society, a secret society with
very strict rules. And falling in love
breaks all the laws of the Night World.
The apocalypse is drawing near. But four
Wild Powers can save the world from the
impending doom. Circle Daybreak, an
underground organisation with both
Night World and human members, is
searching for the four who can stop the
darkness. Pb $38.00 752pp Due June

ph 9267 7222

fax 9261 3691

What We’ve Been Reading...
Mystery of Grace by Charles De Lint (Hb $49.95). Another subtle
but moving story from the master of urban fantasy. It’s not a
Newford but I still loved it and I have to say I’d love to know more
about this character, but I don’t think that’s going to happen… Steph
WWW Wake (WWW #1) (Hb $55.00). As you’d
expect with a Sawyer, there is a lot of (relevant)
science – but the story hinges on the people.
While it focuses on one character primarily – the
rest are just as fleshed out and real. I can’t wait
to see what he’s going to do with the rest of the
series – this was really interesting. Steph

Lover Revealed and Lover Unbound (Black Dagger Brotherhood #4
& #5). by J R Ward (Pb $19.99 each) OK – I’m hooked. If you’re a
fan of the Kenyon series, you have to read these – I take no
responsibility for work that doesn’t get done or sleep that is
foregone… - Steph
Seeds of Earth (Humanity’s Fire #1) by Michael
Cobley (Tp $32.99). Fans of Kevin J Anderson's
Seven Suns series will love this new addition to
the Space Opera field. Full of action and
adventure, weird and wonderful alien races,
ancient technologies of forgotten civilisations that
once ruled the universe and warred themselves to
extinction. It isn't the perfect read, but it's fun
and sets a good foundation for the rest of the
series. - Mark
Terminator Salvation Prequel: From the Ashes by Timothy Zahn
(Pb $16.95) This is a grim sneak preview of a world ravaged by the
deadly machine forces of Skynet. Through the eyes of civilian
survivors and John Connor's resistance team, we see the deadly
reality of life after Judgement Day. - Matt
Ship of Magic (Liveship Traders #1) by Robin
Hobb. Nautical adventure and magic on the high
seas - how could I resist? Althea assumes that
she will be the heir to an extremely valuable ship,
the liveship, Vivacia. Liveships are made from the
mysterious wizardwood and become sentient after
three generations of the ship’s owners die
onboard. After her father dies and the Vivacia
becomes aware, Althea is shocked to find that
she has been passed over and the ship is given to
her sister. Can she regain the ship she feel is
rightfully hers? Intrigue, adventure and well-written characters. Geoff
Fragile Eternity (Wicked Lovely #2) by Melissa
Marr (Hb $36.00). This picks up about six months
from the end of Wicked Lovely (Pb $14.99).
Again, Marr has been able to put a bit of a
different spin on the story. It doesn’t have the
first romance feel of Wicked Lovely. Aislinn and
Seth have been together for a while now… She
does a great job of covering everyone’s issues in
this weird love triangle. I loved it! - Steph
Lover Avenged (Black Dagger Brotherhood #7) by J R Ward (Hb
$55.00). OK – I’m up to date. I think some of this one was a bit
waffly but I was really looking forward to Revenge’s story – and it
was a good one. - Steph

coMpetition

To win 1 of 2 box sets of the lord of the rings:
return of the King special edition dVd
(including limited edition Minas tirith
Keepsake Box), name the actor who played Frodo
in the movie trilogy. Mail, fax or email
(competition@galaxybooks.com.au) your answer
along with your name and address. Entries close 19
June 2009. Entry open to Galaxy Cardholders only.

coMpetition winner
The winners of a copy each of the lord of the
rings: the two towers special edition dVd
(including limited edition Gollum statue) are
Alison Haggart and Nicola James. Congratulations!

